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BALTO-SLAVIC ACCENTOLOGY, AUSLAUTGESETZE, AND THE BALTIC SECONDARY LOCAL CASES

Abstract. The article discusses the history of the Baltic secondary local cases within the framework of modern Balto-Slavic accentology and recent advances in our knowledge of the Baltic Auslautgesetze. The main factor determining the accent of the local cases was the development of Balto-Slavic enclinomena in Baltic. When the local cases were created enclinomena were still preserved, leading to word forms with stress on the original adposition (e.g. o-stem all. sg. *miškā+prēj). When nominal enclinomena were lost the accent shifted to the immediate left with concomitant métatonie rude, yielding *miškāpřej (Lith. miškōp(i), in contrast with gen. sg. miško). This was the origin of unexpected stress position and unexpected acute intonation in the secondary local cases. Another important factor was Saussure’s law, which took place at a much later stage in the immediate prehistory of Lithuanian. Other conclusions emanating from the accentological approach of this article include the following: 1) the illative, allative and adessive go back to Proto-Baltic and reflect Uralic influence. The inessive was created in East Baltic; 2) the adessive was built on the dative, as first proposed by Rosinas (2000); 3) the local cases underwent a number of innovations in East Baltic, most saliently in the illative plural and the locative; 4) the adpositional nature of the allative and adessive was perceived for a considerably longer period of time than that of the illative and inessive, which determined a partly different development of these cases; 5) finally, new accounts are proposed for some of the local cases (i- and u-stem dative and adessive singular; ā- and ē-stem locative and inessive singular; u-stem inessive singular; illative plural).
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1. Introduction

One of the most salient features of Lithuanian in a comparative perspective is the existence of four secondary local cases, all of them going back to postpositional phrases: inessive (miškė ‘in the forest’), illative (miškau̯ ‘into the forest’), adessive (miškūp ‘by the forest’), and allative (miškōp ‘towards
the forest’). All four local cases were in normal use in Old Lithuanian (16th–17th c.). The modern standard language has only kept the inessive (called ‘locative’, Lith. viëtininkas). The illative is still alive in Eastern dialects, whereas the adessive and allative have only been preserved in the Lithuanian language islands of Gervėčiai, Lazūnai and Zietela in Belarus. Relics of the secondary local cases in the form of adverbs or other parts of speech are well attested in all dialects.

The case of Latvian is similar to that of Lithuanian, except that it is more evolved. The Latvian locative continues the inessive. The illative is well-represented in Old Latvian and the dialects, whereas the adessive and the allative have left traces in the form of adverbs ending in -p. An important question that will not be treated here is whether the Latvian locative also continues, in addition to the inessive, the illative (as proposed by Vanags 1994, 124ff.) or the adessive (as recently proposed by Kalniņš 2020, 148, 393ff.). Since Latvian has experienced a stronger phonological erosion in final syllables (much of which still remains unclear), the facts of this language are less informative than those of Lithuanian. Through this article they will only be mentioned if they contribute something to the argument. As generally recognized, the main value of Latvian is to guarantee that the Lithuanian local cases (or the postpositional phrases from which they evolved) go back at least to Proto-East Baltic.

It is more uncertain whether the secondary local cases go back to Proto-Baltic. Such a chronology is backed by two pieces of evidence: 1) the idea that the creation of the local cases reflects Uralic influence; 2) a potential relic in an Old Prussian fragment (andangonsvēn ‘in the heavens’). Both, needless to say, are insufficient to settle the issue beyond reasonable doubt.

The (East) Baltic secondary local cases have not been unattended in the secondary literature and much can be said to be reasonably clear. Nevertheless, important questions remain. In a historical perspective probably the main issue is that of chronology: when were the fixed postpositional phrases created?

---

1 Use of the term ‘locative’ for the historical ‘inessive’, albeit fully appropriate for contemporary Lithuanian and Latvian, creates a terminological problem when dealing with the secondary local cases. Following common practice in this article I will use the term ‘inessive’ for the (historically) postpositional case (thus encompassing the standard Lithuanian and Latvian ‘locative’ as well), whereas ‘locative’ is reserved for the older, non-postpositional ending inherited from PIE.
When were they univerbated? How did they evolve after they became real cases? In addition, although the structure of the secondary local cases is generally clear, many formal problems remain (see below §2 for a complete survey). In this article I intend to make a contribution to these issues. My approach diverges from previous ones in two important respects:

1) The issue is addressed from the viewpoint of modern Balto-Slavic accentology. The article is actually framed as an attempt to provide answers to the accentological problems posited by the secondary local cases.

2) A second improvement is that the article incorporates recent advances in our knowledge of the Baltic and Balto-Slavic Auslautgesetze. Although focus on accentology may seem like a narrow approach, I hope to show that it provides the key for a proper understanding of the history of the secondary local cases. As we shall see, the picture that emerges is almost surprisingly coherent and leaves practically no important questions unanswered. The article is structured as follows. Section 2 presents a sketch of the secondary local cases in Lithuanian, with focus on open problems from a historical point of view. Section 3 presents the main assumptions on which our study is based. The local cases are discussed in Sections 4–7. Section 8 summarizes the main results of this article.

2. The secondary local cases in Lithuanian: open questions

In this section I will present a sketch of the Lithuanian secondary local cases with focus on historical grammar. Matters not directly pertinent to the central topic of this article (including, *inter alia*, matters of syntax and semantics) are simply left out of consideration. No detailed exposition of the evidence from the old texts and the dialects is intended either. The reader is referred to the secondary literature for more information.

2.1. The main purpose of this section is to provide a list of open problems posed by the local cases. Proper discussion and (hopefully) solutions are

---

postponed to sections 4–7. Since the focus is on accentuation it will be convenient to specify what constitutes ‘a problem’ from the viewpoint of historical accentology.

The local cases of immobile nouns (Lith. AP 1 and 2) are regularly accented on the root: iness. tvárte, ill. tvártan(a), adess. tvártiēp(i), all. tvártoip(i) (tvárta AP 1 ‘stable’), raňkoje, raňkon(a), raňkaiēp(i), raňkosp(i) (rankà AP 2 ‘hand’), etc. This is what we expect and thus constitutes no problem. Accordingly, immobile nouns will not be mentioned in this article unless there is some reason to do so.3 ‘Problems’ are thus limited to mobile nouns (Lith. AP 3 and 4). In mobile nouns the accent shifts between the first and the last syllable of the word according to stem-specific patterns that can be derived from Balto-Slavic with a high degree of certainty.4 I give the paradigm of the n-stem vanduo ‘water’ (AP 3a) to exemplify the pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>vanduo</td>
<td>vándenys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>vánデンji</td>
<td>vánDenis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen.</td>
<td>vandeënš (&lt; -en-ës)</td>
<td>vandeënû</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dat.</td>
<td>vánDeniuui</td>
<td>vandenims (&lt; -ì-mus)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instr.</td>
<td>vánDeniu</td>
<td>vandenimis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loc.</td>
<td>vandenyjè</td>
<td>vandenysè</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the secondary local cases go back to phrases consisting of case + postposition, ‘unproblematic’ forms are those in which the accentuation of the local case coincides with that of its base case (e.g. all. pl. miškuēp(i), šakuēp(i), akiuēp(i), danguēp(i) = gen. pl. miškû, šakû, akiû, dangû, all AP 4). ‘Problematic’ forms are those in which this is not the case:

3 There are two such cases, both only in nouns belonging to Accentual Paradigm 2 and both related to Saussure’s law: 1) the presence of Saussure’s law in the illative plural of AP 2 nouns in some dialects: autûosna, giriōsna, upēsna, ugnûsna, turgiûosna for standard aütûosna, giriûsna, upûsna, ugnûsna, turgiûosna (aütas ‘foot-cloth’, giriû ‘forest’, upû ‘river’, ugnû ‘fire’, turgiûs ‘market’, all AP 2); 2) the absence of Saussure’s law in all other instances in which Saussure’s law could have applied: (e.g.) adess. sg. aütiep, giriaip, îpēip for expected (?) †autiep, †giûiåp, †upēip, cf. miškîep, šakî, akiû, dangû, (AP 4). We will return to these issues below in §4–6.

4 See below §2.6 for a more precise characterization of Balto-Slavic mobility.
1) Stress position does not coincide, e.g. ill. sg. *miškañ, šakõn < *miškanâ, šakonà, with final accent in contrast to the initial accent of acc. sg. miškq, šakq.

2) Intonation does not coincide, e.g. o-st. all. sg. *miškóp(i), with acute in contrast with the circumflex of gen. sg. *miškò (with underlying /-ô/ as evidenced by the lack of Saussure’s law).

In addition to ‘problematic’ forms with regards to accentuation (which in Balto-Slavic encompasses two different phenomena: stress position and intonation), I will also highlight ‘problematic’ forms from a morphological point of view. Most of them are traditional conundrums of Baltic historical grammar and thus require little emphasis. We can distinguish two different types of problems:

3) The local case is altogether unclear and/or unanalyzable within Lithuanian. This is the case, for example, of the o-stem iness. sg. *miškè (for expected †miškøjè) or the u-stem adess. sg. sùnúp(i) (with an -u- that has no pendant in the Lithuanian case system).

4) The local case is clear, but on closer inspection presents problems at a ‘deep’ level of historical analysis. The ā-stem ill. pl. šakósna, for instance, contains an -os- that is clearly related to acc. pl. šak-às (Latv. maz-âs), both from EBl. *-âs. But what about the -n- of the *-âns that we most probably have to reconstruct for Proto-Baltic (cf. Lith. def. adj. ger-âs-ias, OPr. dein-âns)?

Since this survey is focused on Lithuanian, I only note systematically problems of the first type (3). Problems of the second type (4) will figure more prominently in Sections 4–7.

Having these considerations in mind, we can now survey the evidence. The local cases are discussed in the following order: allative, illative, adessive and inessive. I regularly give the o-, ā-, ē-, i- and u-stems.

---

5 The apocope šakonà > šakôn is very recent and will not been treated in detail in what follows. See further below §4.

6 Through this article I use the following conventions for Balto-Slavic and (East) Baltic prosodic features: Ė = acute, Ė = non-acute (or simply length, without specification of acuteness), Ė = ictus in immobile and non-initially accented mobile word forms, Ė = initially accented word forms of mobile paradigms, lending the ictus to clitics (= enclitomena). I have kept the traditional notation for ‘Proto-Slavic’ (in spite of its inadequacy; see O l a n de r 2015, 42–45 for discussion).

7 I regularly exemplify with Lith. miškas ‘forest’, šakà ‘branch’, katê ‘cat’, akis ‘eye’
2.2. The **allative** derives from genitive + postposition (EBl.) \(^*\textit{pē}\): all. sg. miškōp(i), šakōsp(i), katēsp(i), akiēsp(i), dangaūsp(i) (< \(^*\textit{ā-pē}, \textit{ās-pē}\) etc.), all. pl. miškuņp(i), šakuņp(i), kačiuņp(i), akiuņp(i), danguņp(i) (cf. gen. pl. miškū, šakū etc.). EBl. \(^*\textit{pē}\) is traditionally derived from EBl. \(^*\textit{p(r)ē}\) < Bl. \(^*\textit{prei} ‘by, at’ (Lith. priē, OPr. prei, OCS pri).\(^9\) The acute of \(^*\textit{prei}\) and the loss of \(-r-\) by some type of dissimilation are problematic, but certainly not enough to doubt the traditional (and self-evident) etymology. The loss of \(-r-\) is also seen in Latv. pie and in Lith. dial. piē. Forms with preserved \(-\textit{pie}^\circ\) (e.g. topīeg Daukša 94\textsuperscript{33}, with particle \(-g(i) ‘indeed’) are exceedingly rare in Old Lithuanian. Forms in \(-\textit{pi}, \textit{pi}^\circ\) are well attested, but from the oldest records the common form is apocopated \(-p\). The final \(-\textit{pi}\ is never accented in Lithuanian.\(^10\) What stands before the \(-\textit{p(i)}\ transparently corresponds to the Lithuanian genitive. The allative plural agrees in accentuation with the genitive (all. pl. \textit{miškuņp(i)} = gen. sg. \textit{miškū} etc.). The same holds true for the singular, with one exception: all. sg. šakōsp(i), katēsp(i), akiēsp(i), dangaūsp(i) = gen. sg. šakōs, katēs, akiēs, dangaūs. The only exception (and thus the problem with the allative) is the \textit{o}-stem all. sg. miškōp(i), which disagrees in both stress position and intonation with gen. sg. miško.

2.3. The **illative** derives from accusative + postposition \(^*\textit{nā}\): ill. sg. miškañ, šakōn, katēn, akiñ, danguñ < miškanā, šakonā, katēnā, akiñā, dangunā (< \(^*\textit{an-}\) and danguļs ‘sky’, all AP 4. įo-stems (žōdis, \(-\textit{džio} ‘word’)) and consonant-stems (vanduõ, \(-\textit{eñs} ‘water’) add nothing substantial to the general picture and have not been included in the survey.

\(^8\) Through this article I will not discuss the reconstruction of the PIE and Balto-Slavic endings (e.g. \(\textit{ā}\)-stem gen. sg. pre-PIE \(^*\textit{eh₂-es} > \text{PIE} \(^*\textit{ah₂-as} > \text{Bl.-Sl.} \(^*\textit{ās} > \text{Lith.} \textit{-os}\) unless there is some reason to do so and/or my reconstruction diverges from the traditional one. Global reference is made to Olander (2015) for more information on the nominal endings.

\(^9\) All three postpositions involved in the secondary cases were acute \(^*\textit{prei}, \textit{nā}, \textit{en}\). The acute is unetymological in at least \(^*\textit{prei}\ and \(-\textit{en}\ < \text{PIE} \textit{prei}, \textit{(h₁)en}\) (the etymology of Bl. \(^*\textit{nā}\ is disputed; see below fn. 33). The issue will not be discussed at length in this article. Unetymological lengthening and/or unetymological acute are well-known among Baltic local adverbs (e.g. Lith. priē ’by, at’/priē-das ‘add’/ pri-dēti ‘add’ (PIE \textit{prei}); prō ’through, by’/prō-trūkis ‘outburst’/pra-trūkti ‘burst’ (PIE \textit{pro}), etc.). There is no communis opinio concerning the origin of this phenomenon. See most recently Le Feuvre 2011; Petit 2011; Hill, Kölligan, Scheungraber, Frotscher 2019, 160–172, 192–195; all of them with literature.

\(^10\) See Laigonaite (1957, 22f.) for discussion.
nā, *-ān-nā etc.), ill. pl. miškūosna, šakōsna, katēsna, akýsna, (dangūosna)\(^{11}\) (< *-ōs-nā, *-ās-nā etc.). The postposition was almost certainly *-nā, without clear cognates in Balto-Slavic (see below §5). In the singular forms with preserved (and accented) ɔa are well represented in the old texts and the dialects. In the plural final ɔa is consistently preserved (apocopated ɔsn being quite rare in Old Lithuanian), but never accented. The segment that precedes the postposition unproblematically corresponds to the Lithuanian accusative.\(^{12}\) From an accentological point of view, the accent of all. sg. miškanā and all. pl. miškūosna (both consistent in all stems) contrasts with the initial accent of the accusative (e.g. acc. sg. lāng, acc. pl. lāngus, to lāngas AP 3 ‘window’). Thus, the whole accentuation of the illative is problematic. It should be noted that this affects only stress position (where, in addition, the illative singular and plural diverge from each other). The intonation of the illative agrees with that of the accusative and is thus unproblematic.

2.4. The background of the adessive is more problematic. The adessive singular is traditionally derived from locative + postposition (EBl.) *pę: miškīep(i), šakāip(i), katēip(i), akip(i), dangūp(i). Since the locative was lost in the prehistory of Lithuanian (its place was taken by the inessive), this is hard to control in detail. Lith. adv. namiē ‘at home’ (< PIE loc. sg. *-oī) is clearly reminiscent of o-stem mišk-īe-p(i), whereas ā- and ē-stem šak-āi-p(i), kat-ēi-p(i) can be identified with iness. sg. šak-ōj-ē, kat-ēj-ē (derivation of the inessive from the locative is uncontroversial; see below §7). The i- and u-stem akip(i), dangūp(i), however, cannot be derived from the locative without special pleading. According to an alternative theory the adessive is based on the dative. This would explain the i-stem akip(i) (cf. OLith. i-stem dat. sg. âki/âkie), but the o-stem mišk-īe-p(i) seems to pose an unsurmountable problem (contrast o-stem dat. sg. miškui < PIE *-ōi). We will return to this issue below §6.

The adessive plural miškūosemp(i), šakōsemp(i), katēsemp(i), akýsemp(i), dangūosemp(i) seems to go back to inessive plural + *pę. This face-value analysis would imply a different structure from the other local cases and is

\(^{11}\) The u-stem illative plural regularly uses the o-stem form. ‘Real’ u-stem forms are very sparsely attested in the dialects, cf. Zinkevičius 1966, 251.

\(^{12}\) As often observed, ā-stem ill. sg. šakonā/šakön vs. šākq implies that univerbation took place before long final diphthongs were shortened, but this is anyway known to be a recent development.
contradicted by the internal history of the inessive plural itself (see below §2.5). Variants of the adessive plural include miškúosump(i) and miškúosamp(i), both, like miškúosemp(i), clearly reminiscent of the inessive plural (see below).

The postposition *-p̲i is that of the allative and has been treated in §2.2. As in the allative, adessive -pi is never accented. The issues posited by the adessive make it hard to give a list of problems here. If the traditional, ‘locative theory’ is followed, the i- and u-stem akip(i), dangûp(i) are formally problematic, the o-stem miškíep(i) has unexpected acute, whereas our judgment on ā- and ē-stem šakáip(i), katéip(i) will depend on how we reconstruct the locative at the relevant stage of Proto-Baltic and Proto-East-Baltic. If one opts for the alternative (but essentially marginal) ‘dative theory’, the ā- and ē-stem šakáip(i), katéip(i) have unexpected stress position and unexpected acute (contrast dat. sg. šãkai, kãtei), the i- and u-stem akip(i), dangûp(i) have unexpected stress position (contrast ākiai (OLith. āki/ākie), dañgui) and, finally, the o-stem miškíep(i) seems to have everything wrong (contrast miškui). In the case of the adessive plural the uncertainties concerning even its immediate prehistory make a list of problems impossible.

2.5. The inessive singular goes back to locative + postposition *en: miškè, šakojè, katéjè, akyjè, dangujè. The postposition *en ‘in’ is evidently cognate with Lith. į ‘into’, Latv. ie-, OPr. ēn, OCS vъ ‘in, into’ and other well-known material (Gk. ἐν, Lat. in etc.). The acute, as already noted, must be accepted as a fact for the secondary local cases (and for other environments in Baltic), even though its ultimate explanation remains unknown. Except for the ā- and ē-stems šakojè, katéjè (< *-ā̱+en, *-ē̱+en) all stems raise issues of one or another sort. The o-stem mišk-ė (East Aukšt. mišk-i) < *-ėn is a classical locus desperatus. The i- and u-stem iness. sg. akyjè, dangujè is known to be an innovation. The original endings *-ē̱+en, *-ō(ū)+en are attested in Žemaitian and Old Lithuanian authors from Žemaitija and surrounding areas: Žem. -ĩe (< *-ē̱+en), -ōu (< *-ōen). It should be noted, finally, that the inherited locative has left clear traces in Lithuanian adverbs (e.g. namiẽ ‘at home’, dial. oriẽ ‘outside’ < PIE o-stem loc. sg. *-o(i)).

The inessive plural presents problems of a different sort. OLith., dial. miškuosù, šakosù, katësù, akysù, dangûsù seem to preserve the PIE locative plural untouched, except that at some point o-stem *-ō-su (preserved in relics like keturíesu ‘in four’) was replaced by *-ō-su and i- and u-stem *-i-su, *-u-su by *-isu, *-ūsu (–isu, –usu are very rare). Standard Lithuanian has
miškuosè, šakosè etc., with final °e almost certainly taken from the inessive singular (an alternative theory derives this variant from accusative plural + postposition *en). A third, relatively widespread variant is miškuosà, šakosà etc., with final °a almost certainly taken from the illative (ill. pl. miškúosna, šakósna). Penultimate accent is also widespread (miškúosu, miškúose, miškúosa), especially in Eastern dialects.

Formal problems with the inessive thus include the precise (pre)history of the i- and, especially, u-stem singular endings, the stem vowel *-ō-, *-ī- and *-ū- of the inessive plural, and, above all, the o-stem singular ending mišk-è. From an accentological point of view the final accent of miškuosù/miškuosè etc. seems to continue that of Balto-Slavic (Sl. loc. pl. *-x̂b), whereas that of miškúosu/miškúose requires some type of explanation. As for the singular, the desinential stress of šakojè, katèjè, akyjè, dangujè must be regarded as problematic if it was not moved there by Saussure’s law. If this is what happened, the original ending *-āi, *-ēi, *-ēi, *-ōu must have been non-acute, which will be regarded as problematic or not depending on one’s position concerning the development of PIE word-final sequences like *-ah₂-i or *-ēi in Balt(o-Slav)ic. Because of the obscurity that surrounds the o-stem iness. sg. mišk-è, it is hard to say whether the acute of this ending is also problematic.

2.6. We can now summarize the results of this section. In §2.1 I presented four types of problems posed by the local cases. I will review them now in the opposite order to the one given there, with some notes on previous scholarship:

1) As noted above, I have not systematically reported ‘deep’ issues of historical grammar like the ‘lack of -n-’ in the illative plural. In previous scholarship they are often used as arguments to determine the chronology of the local cases. Thus, the ‘lack of -n-’ can be used as an argument to postulate that the illative was formed in Proto-East Baltic or even later, not in Proto-Baltic. Issues like this will be discussed below in §4–7. Here I will limit myself to note that arguments like the ‘lack of -n-’ are certainly relevant, but do not usually suffice to fix matters of chronology in a conclusive way.

2) Problematic cases like the o-stem iness. sg. miškè or the u-stem adess. sg. sūnùp(i) have profusely figured in the literature. The main accounts that have been proposed will be discussed in sections §4–7. It should
be noted that problems of this sort affect the adessive and the inessive, not the allative and illative.

3) Mismatches in intonation are certain for at least two cases: the o-stem all. sg. miškóp(i) and adess. sg. miškíep(i).13 Whether metatony was present in other cases as well (e.g. ā-stem adess. sg. šakáip(i) and/or iness. sg. šakojë) will depend on each scholar’s reconstruction of these endings. The undisputable cases only involve métatonie rude. No instances of métatonie douce or secondary lengthening are found among the secondary local cases. Although the metatony of miškóp(i) and miškíep(i) has often been noted,14 no properly argued solution has ever been presented.15

4) Mismatches in stress position between the local cases and their base cases, finally, are very common. This is the case of the o-stem allative singular, the whole illative (both singular and plural), the inessive singular (if the final accent is not due to Saussure’s law) and, perhaps, the adessive singular (if it is based on the dative). In addition, stress variation (e.g. iness. pl. miškuose/miškúose), mismatches within cases (e.g. ill. sg. miškanà vs. ill. pl. miškáosna), and mismatches between (original) postpositions (accented ill. -nà, iness. -(j)è vs. unaccented all./adess. -pi) also occur. The position that dominated the field till the middle of the 20th century was that the non-initial accent of (e.g.) ill. sg. miškañ or all. sg. miškóp is a relic of original oxytone paradigms.16

13 In the forms with unexpected acute there is some tone variation in the dialects (e.g. o-st. all. sg. miškóp/miškóp, adess. sg. miškíep/miškíep, ā-st. adess. sg. šakáip/šakaip). The acute is lectio difficilior and is, generally speaking, better attested. When enough evidence is available, the circumflex can be explained as secondary; cf. Zinkevičius 1966, 210ff., 222, with references.

14 E.g. Endzelīns 1948, 143f.; Zinkevičius 1980, 259, 262; to mention just two widely used handbooks.

15 Scattered ‘explanations’ can be gathered in the literature, e.g. Būga (1923, 433, métatonie rude in the process of adverbalization); Stang (1966, 169, métatonie rude through reduction without stress retraction); Jasanoﬀ (2017, 70 fn. 82, ‘analogical copying of Hirt’s law’); Kortlandt (2019, 109, metatony due to apocope of unaccented final -i). It is very easy to find counterevidence against these suggestions. To be fair, they were all made in passing and only highlight the fact that no obvious solution offers itself for the acute of miškóp(i) and miškíep(i).

16 E.g. Būga 1924, 31f.; 1961, 43; and other publications; Endzelīns 1916, 302f;
Such an approach became obsolete with the revolution in Balto-Slavic accentology of the late fifties and early sixties.\(^\text{17}\) It has not been replaced by a new *communis opinio*, but several authors have hinted at a fairly reasonable alternative.\(^\text{18}\) All Balto-Slavic inflected words belonged to one of two possible accentual classes: mobile and immobile. This principle, as noted above (§2.1), is regularly followed by the secondary local cases as well. In mobile words, it is important to note, the stress did not alternate between initial and final syllables, as in Lith. acc. sg. *gálvą* vs. gen. sg. *galvōs*. Word forms that surface with initial accent in Lithuanian mobile paradigms were, at the Balto-Slavic level, phonologically unaccented word forms that lent the stress to clitics and received a default initial stress when no clitic was present. These are called *enclinomena* in the accentological literature. The system is well preserved in the oldest accented Slavic manuscripts. The stress of gen. sg. *gólvý* (: Lith. *galvōs*) always stays in place, but that of acc. sg. *gōlvō* (: Lith. *gálvą*) shifts to clitics whenever there is one (*gōlvō źê, *na gōlvō źê, *nā gōlvō; cf. Ru. ná golovu, SCr. nā glāvu ‘on the head’).\(^\text{19}\)

From this point of view, it is naturally tempting to interpret the final accent of (e.g.) ill. sg. *galvonà* as a relic of ‘enclinomenon behavior’. This approach, almost a direct consequence of the ‘new look’ of Balto-Slavic accentology, seems almost intuitively correct to me and is the one I will apply in what follows.\(^\text{20}\)

\(^{17}\) The classical works are Stang 1957; Dybo 1962; Illič, Svityč 1963. See e.g. Olander (2009, 30–34), with references, for an assessment of the advances in this period.


\(^{19}\) The sketch of Balto-Slavic mobility presented here may be safely qualified as standard, at least within the now equally standard ‘Moscow school’ framework. See Lehfeldt (2009) for a general presentation.

\(^{20}\) Only for completeness do I mention two other approaches I have found in the literature: 1) the original postpositions *always* attracted the accent (Specht 1925; Kaulauskas 1968, 40–42); 2) accent position is due to ‘analogy’ (e.g. Seržant 2004, 114f.; Kortlandt 2005; both proposing that the accent of the illative is analogical to that of...
3. The history of the Baltic secondary local cases: introduction

We are now in a position to present our scenario for the origin and development of the secondary local cases. Before discussing each case in detail, it will be convenient to make explicit the assumptions on which my approach is built.

1. The agreement between Lithuanian and Latvian allows for only one possible reading:²¹ the creation of the secondary local cases goes back to Proto-East Baltic, if not earlier. The possibility that Proto-East Baltic still had non-univerbated postpositional phrases can perhaps not be categorically excluded, but seems extremely unlikely to me. See below §4–6 for more specific arguments. It follows that accounts of the local cases operating with very recent univerbations (affecting different Lithuanian dialects at different times and entailing, sometimes, a post-Leskien’s law chronology) must be considered problematic on a priori grounds.

2. There are good reasons to believe that the creation of the secondary local cases goes back to Proto-Baltic. Besides OPr. andangonsuʻn (on which see below §5), the often-repeated idea that the Baltic secondary local cases reflect Uralic influence is in my view hard to deny.²² The strongest indication is the very existence of an adessive and an allative, which are exceedingly rare cases for a bona fide Indo-European language. As we shall see below, the widespread counterargument that some of the local cases must be recent is simply not true. Another counterargument is that the creation of new postpositional cases is not so exceptional among the Indo-European languages. This, again, is not exactly true. What is paralleled is univerbation of the locative with a postposition, not the creation of new adessives and allatives. The agglutinative case

the inessive). Analogy is of course possible in a given case, but it cannot account for the whole accent system of the secondary local cases.

²¹ I cannot devote the necessary space to the Latvian evidence, which, as noted above (§1), seem to have a rather moderate contribution to make to Proto-Baltic reconstruction. The existence of clear relics of all four secondary local cases was perfectly clear in E n d z e l ī n s (1923, 292ff., 339f., 524). K a l n i ņ s’ exhaustive study of the Latvian locative (2020, 273–395) has clearly confirmed this fact (e.g. K a l n i ņ s 2020, 376, 395, and passim).

²² E.g. T h o m a s o n, K a u f m a n 1988, 242f.; among many others.
The inflection of Tocharian almost certainly reflects substratum influence, most probably also from Uralic (see most recently Peyrot 2019, 91–94). It is thus, like the local cases of Baltic, a special case and not a true parallel. One cannot categorically deny the possibility that the Baltic local cases arose through internal development alone, but if a typological oddity can be explained through an independently established contact phenomenon I would put the burden of proof on scholars thinking otherwise. This immediately implies a Proto-Baltic date for the local cases. As we shall see, accentology fully supports this view.

3. The preceding observations, it is important to note, do not necessarily imply that all four secondary local cases were created at exactly the same time. As we shall see (§7), there are good reasons to believe that the inessive was created at a later date than the other three.

4. A more difficult question is whether the local cases could suffer the influence of their original base cases and/or the original postpositions after univerbation had taken place. This issue will figure prominently in Sections §4–7.

5. Turning back to accentuation, there are two main issues to handle: unexpected stress position (e.g. ill. sg. *miškanà* vs. acc. sg. *miškq*) and unexpected intonation (all. sg. *miškópi* vs. gen. sg. *miško/-ô/*). The latter, it will be recalled, has never been explained. One of the main proposals of this article (see below §4) is that it is directly related to the other problem: unexpected stress position. Here we find ourselves on safer ground. Unexpected stress position is always to the right. There are two main principles explaining a rightward accent shift between reconstructed Balto-Slavic and Lithuanian. One of them, Saussure’s law, requires no presentation. It was an exclusively Lithuanian sound law that moved the accent one syllable to the right if the first syllable was non-acute and the second acute. The other principle is ‘enclinoména

---

23 After Proto-Baltic there is no evidence for contacts between Baltic and Uralic till the influence of Finnic in Proto-Latvian.

24 It is now generally agreed upon that Saussure’s law was exclusively Lithuanian; see Olander (2009, 116f.), with references. Strictly speaking, it cannot be proved that Saussure’s law did not take place in Latvian and goes back, accordingly, to East Baltic. A clear indication that this was not the case is that Saussure’s law is almost exceptionless in Lithuanian, a fact that by itself points to a recent date.
behavior’. Since no certain traces of nominal enclinomena are otherwise found in Baltic, accent shift according to this principle must be considerably old. This conclusion is backed by the obvious fact that the historical Baltic languages have prepositions and not postpositions. Although the potential importance of enclinomena for the accentuation of the local cases has occasionally been noted, to my knowledge no extensive study has ever been published and the logical consequences of such an approach have never been explored in detail. This is the main task of this article.

In what follows I will present my scenario as a narrative from Proto-Baltic to Lithuanian. For reasons that will become apparent as the argument evolves, I discuss the local cases in the following order: allative, illative, adessive and inessive. I only give o-, ā-, i- and u-stems, which allow for consistent comparison with Slavic.  

4. The allative

As already noted (§2.2), the allative derives from the genitive + postposition *prei. In Balto-Slavic mobile nouns the genitive plural always bore the accent on the ending: Lith. langų, galvų, žvērių, sūnų (all AP 3) = Sl. *vozъ, *golvъ, *kostъb, *synovъ (all AP c). Since this case ending had lexical accent, the stress stood in place when the postposition was added: PBl. *miškōn+prei, *galvōn+prei, *žušriōn+prei, *dang(ų)ōn+prei. To judge by Lith. miškuŋp(i), galvump(i), žvėriump(i), dangump(i), nothing happened in the development from Proto-Baltic to Lithuanian as far as stress position is concerned. The same picture obtains for the singular except for the o-stems: Lith. gen. sg. galvōs, žvėrięs, sūnaũs = Sl. *golvъ, *kostъ, *syn̆u. We can thus safely start from PBl. all. sg. *galvās+prei, *žušręs+prei, *dangăs+prei, which directly yield Lith. galvōsp(i), žvėrięsp(i), dangāusp(i). Again, the stress remained in the position in which it stood from the very inception of Balto-Slavic mobility.

---

25 I exemplify with Lith. lángas ‘window’, galvā ‘head’, žvēris ‘beast’, sūnūs ‘son’ (all AP 3), Sl. *vōzъ ‘cart’, *golvъ ‘head’, *kostъ ‘bone’, *synъ ‘son’ (all AP c). AP 4 nouns like Lith. miškas ‘forest’, šakā ‘branch’ will also be used in the text.

26 The Slavic i-stem genitive singular is an enclinomenon (SCr. kòsti, Ru. kósti), but this is known to be a very recent innovation that has left abundant final-accent relics, cf. S t a n g 1957, 87f. There is little direct evidence on the accentuation of the u-stem genitive singular, but we expect it to have been the same as that of the i-stems.
The Balto-Slavic o-stem genitive singular, on the other hand, diverged from all other stems in being an enclinomenon: Lith. *mīško = Sl. *vōza. It must be stressed that Balto-Slavic mobile paradigms did not have initially accented word forms. The alternation was between word-final accent and phonologically unaccented word-forms that only received a default initial accent when no clitic was present. Underlyingly unaccented {*miškā+prej} thus surfaced as *miškā+prēj, with final stress. By (quasi) regular sound change *miškā+prēj should have given Lith. †miškopì/miškõp, which is not what we have. When matters are so framed it is hard to avoid the suspicion that both unexpected features of miškóp, stress position and intonation, have a common explanation. Let us now follow the thread to see where it leads us.

It cannot be the case that the acute of miškóp is due to a recent apocope of unaccented word-final -i (miškõpi > miškóp). In this case the consistent circumflex of galvōsp, žvériēsp etc. would be difficult to explain. We cannot be dealing with a recent accent retraction from *miškopì on analogy with the other stems (galvōsp, žvériēsp etc.). The acute would be equally unexpected. The same holds true if one postulates a recent retraction not due to analogy: all instances of demonstrably recent stress retraction from the original postposition surface as circumflex (ill. sg. šakonà > šakôn, iness. sg. šakojè > šakôj, iness. pl. šakosè > šakōs).

The picture that emerges is that the retraction leading to miškóp(i) is not a (pre-)Lithuanian phenomenon. It took place at a much older stage: in Proto-Baltic (*miškā-prēj > *miškā-prej) or Proto-East-Baltic (*miškā-prēj > *miškā-prēj). This immediately raises two new questions: what was the nature of this stress retraction and why did it provoke métatonie rude? I will take up the last question first.

The retraction of the stress in *miškā-prej > *miškā-prej (or *miškā-prej > *miškā-prej) seems to be unique and there is thus nothing it can be compared to outside of the secondary local cases themselves (where, as we shall see, it is regular). But it is not difficult to envisage a scenario. It should by now be regarded as well-established that the traditional assumption that Balt(o-Slav)ic possessed a contrast between acute and circumflex ‘tones’ is incorrect.

---

27 Other known instances of Baltic stress retraction like the one from *-iā-, *-iā-, *-iū- (cf. e.g. Larsson 2004) or the one from *-ās (Nieminen’s law) took place at different periods and had a different motivation from the one we are discussing here.
As indicated by Saussure’s law and other phenomena, the contrast between ‘acute’ and ‘circumflex’ was present in both stressed and unstressed syllables, which would be exceptional for real tones. The now standard alternative is to identify ‘acuteness’ with ‘glottalization’ (broadly, a vocalic feature comparable to the Danish *stød* or the Latvian broken tone). Since the terms ‘acute’ and ‘circumflex’ are potentially misleading, I use ‘acute’ and ‘non-acute’ when referring to Proto-Balto-Slavic, Proto-Baltic, and Proto-East Baltic. ‘Acute’ and ‘circumflex’ are used for Lithuanian alone.

So far these considerations do not seem very *einleuchtend*, but there was more to the realization of the acute than just ‘glottalization’. In Lithuanian the acute is falling, whereas the circumflex is rising. As is well known, this is exactly the opposite of the realization of the acute and non-acute in Slavic, Old Prussian, Latvian and even, in part, Žemaitian. There can be no doubt that the non-acute (the traditional ‘circumflex’) was realized as falling. The testimony of the daughter languages is less uniform as far as the realization of the acute is concerned, but, in addition to being ‘glottalized’, there are good reasons to believe that it was rising (it was certainly non-falling). It is thus reasonable to assume that the result of the stress retraction from Bl. *miškā-pre̞j* was a rising *-ā-* (otherwise put, the stress shifted to the closest mora to the left). This new rising *-ā-* contrasted with the falling non-acute *-ā-* and was immediately reinterpreted as acute (glottalized) *-ā̲-* , whence *miškā-pre̞j*.

The accent retraction *miškā-pre̞j* > *miškā-pre̞j* is the most problematic step in this scenario, as it cannot have been a sound law. It must be stressed that it seems to have been regular in the secondary local cases (see below §5–6), which implies that it had something to do with the secondary

---

28 E.g. Olander 2009, 145f.; Jasanoff 2017, 70f., 74–83; both with references.
29 See Rinkėvičius 2015, 22f., with literature, for a more precise description of the realization of the Lithuanian tones.
30 A close parallel is provided by Lithuanian. As per Stang (1966, 169), recent reduction with stress retraction led to circumflex (as in šakonā > šakôn, šakojà > šakój, mentioned above in the text), no doubt because in Lithuanian all unstressed syllables are realized as circumflex. Reduction without stress retraction lead to acute (e.g. dat. sg. gerám < OLith. gerãmui, vėlinas ‘devil’ < OLith. vėlinas), no doubt because the Lithuanian acute is falling and the already accented short vowel was felt as stress on the first mora of the new diphthong.
local cases themselves. It is well known that grammaticalization instances like that of the Baltic secondary local cases are gradual processes in which key developments like desemantization, decategorialization or phonetic reduction may take place at different times. Formally ambivalent structures may be preserved for long stretches of time and overlap with advanced stages of semantic grammaticalization. A form like miškóp is fully opaque in modern Lithuanian. This was certainly the case in Old Lithuanian, even before the apocope miškóp > miškóp took place. It is more difficult to decide whether pre-Lithuanian *miškāpie was already formally opaque, but what about Proto-East-Baltic *miškāp(r)e or Proto-Baltic *miškāprei? For a considerable period of time the postposition of the emerging local cases must still have been clearly perceived as such (certainly in Proto-Baltic and most probably also in Proto-East Baltic). My proposal is that when Baltic lost enclinomena in the nominal system the *-prei of *miškā-prei was still perceived as a postposition.  

In the case of the base case, the genitive singular, the transition from the enclinomenon *miškā to *miškā, with fixed initial accent, was unproblematic. In the case of *miškā-prei its grammaticalization as an allative was well underway and perhaps already completed, but *-prei must have been clearly remindful of the local adverb *prei (~ *prei?) and its status was thus ambivalent between postposition and case ending. As quasi-postposition the *-prei of *miškā-prei now violated the emerging rule that the stress cannot trespass word boundaries to move to clitics. The solution was to move the stress of *miškā-prei one syllable to the left to the boundaries of the phonological word, whence the reconstructable Proto-Baltic *miškā-prei.

Summing up the results achieved so far, when the emerging secondary local cases were formed no accent shift took place in word-forms with lexical accent. These included all word-forms of immobile nouns (e.g. all. sg. tvártop(i), piņštop(i) from tvártas AP 1 ‘stable’, piņštas AP 2 ‘finger’; cf. gen. sg. tvártō, piņšto) and final-accented word-forms of mobile nouns (e.g. all. sg. galvōsp(i), šakōsp(i) from galvā AP 3 ‘head’, šakā AP 4 ‘branch’, cf. gen. sg. galvōs, šakōs). Accent shift to the original postposition was limited to enclinomena, which ex hypothesi were a regular part of the early Baltic enclinomena behavior in the noun is just a fact. None of the relics of enclinomena that have been proposed for Old Prussian is certain, cf. Rinkevičius 2015, 73f., 78, with references. On the other hand, enclinomena in the verb have been preserved till modern Lithuanian.

---

31 That at some point Baltic lost enclinomena behavior in the noun is just a fact. None of the relics of enclinomena that have been proposed for Old Prussian is certain, cf. Rinkevičius 2015, 73f., 78, with references. On the other hand, enclinomena in the verb have been preserved till modern Lithuanian.
nominal system just as they still were in the oldest Slavic texts. It was precisely the loss of nominal enclinomena in Baltic that complicated the picture. Stress retraction from Proto-Baltic *miškā-prẹ̄ led to an ending with accent on the stem-vowel and acute intonation (‘glottalization’), whence Lith. all. sg. kelmóp(i), miškóp(i) (to kélma AP 3 ‘stump’, miškas AP 4 ‘forest’; contrast gen. sg. kélmo, miško).

In the following sections we will check whether the scenario just sketched for the o-stem allative singular accounts for the other local cases as well. Before leaving the allative, however, it is necessary to address a few issues that emanate, in part, from the thesis developed in this article:

1) As we shall see below (§6), Osthoff’s law applied at an early date of East Baltic, not in Balto-Slavic. It follows that a sufficiently old all. pl. PBl. *miškōn-prẹ, *galvōn-prẹ should have been shortened to EBl. *miškān-prẹ. *galvān-prẹ > Lith. †miškaṁp(i), †galvaṁp(i). Lith. miškuṁp(i), galvumāp(i) imply that *miškōn-prẹ, *galvōn-prẹ were restored at some stage of East Baltic after Osthoff’s law had taken place.32 This, in turn, implies that the compositional nature of *miškōn-prẹ, *galvōn-prẹ was still clearly felt in East Baltic. We will return to this issue below §6, after the adessive has been discussed.

2) The second issue is directly related to the previous one. If East Baltic had all. sg. *galvās+prẹ, *žuērēs+prẹ, *dangāus+prẹ, with non-acute accented *-ā-, *-ē-, *-āu- before acute *-p(r)ē, why did Saussure’s law not operate in the prehistory of Lithuanian (yielding †galvospi etc.)? The answer, again, must be related to the segmentability of *-p(r)ē and will be postponed to §6.

3) The third issue is also related to Saussure’s law, though not to the previous two. If the East Baltic o-stem allative singular was underlyingly acute {*-ā-pē}, why did Saussure’s law not operate in AP 2 all. sg. pišstɔp(i), with no variant †pirštòp(i) attested? Two obvious answers come into question: i) PBl. acute *-ā-prẹ arose in mobile paradigms and was never transferred to immobile nouns. Accordingly, the East

32 Here I am tacitly assuming that the Balto-Slavic genitive plural was *-ōn (as traditionally assumed; see most recently Jasanoff 2014; Kapović 2019, 92–100; for Sl. -u < Bl.-Sl. *-ōn) and not *-un (as proposed by Kortlandt 1978; Hill 2013; with very different argumentation in each case). The issue cannot be discussed at length within the limits of this article.
Baltic form was *pirštāpe̩ and there was no room for Saussure’s law to apply; ii) the transfer of acute *-ā-pre̩ to immobile nouns did take place. Saussure’s law regularly applied, but its effects were completely removed by analogy in the prehistory of Lithuanian. We will return to this issue below in §5, where it will be argued that only the first option is correct.

5. The illative


The next step was the same as in the o-stem allative: Baltic lost nominal enclinomena and the stress moved from the original postposition to the left, yielding ill. sg. *miškānā, *galvānā (or *galvānā?), *žuērīnā, *dangūnā, ill. pl. *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā. According to what we have seen in §4 the ā-stem illative singular should have received a secondary acute: *galvānā > *galvānā, which is not what we have in Lith. galvonā/galvōn. Restoration of the non-acute in *galvānā > *galvānā, however, is very easily explained as analogical after the other stems at practically any stage between Proto-Baltic and pre-Lithuanian.

The PBl. ill. pl. *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā is confirmed by the only relic of the local cases in Old Prussian (see below), but Lith. miškūosna, galvōsna, žvėrōsna, (dangūosna) continue *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā, without –n– in the original accusative plural ending. The obvious inference is that in the development from Proto-Baltic to East Baltic the –n– was lost: *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā > *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā. There are two different ways to explain this fact, both operating at the relevant stage of East Baltic but with diametrically opposed implications as far as the status of the original postposition *-nā is concerned:

1) The Baltic illative plural *miśkō̂̐nsnā, *galvānsnā, *žuērīnsnā, *dangūnsnā was analogically adapted to the East Baltic accusative
plural *miškōs, *gālvās, *žūrīs, *dāngūs (< *-ōns, *-āns, *-īns, *-ūns), yielding EBl. ill. pl. *miškōsnā, *galvāsnā, *žūrīsnā, *dāngūsnā. As argued in Villanueva Svensson (fthc.), following Yamazaki (2016, 172–175), the loss of *-n- in word-final *-ōns, *-āns > *-ōs, *-ās etc. was one of the first East Baltic changes, still before Osthoff’s law and the monophthongization of Bl. *ei and *ai to EBl. *ē. This point needs not be insisted upon here, as both the presence of *-n- in the Proto-Baltic accusative plural and its absence in East Baltic are independently established (OPr. deiw-ans vs. Lith. diev-ūs, ger-ūos-ius). If correct, this implies that the compositional nature of *miškōns-nā was still clearly felt, which would be surprising in view of two facts: i) the illative singular must have been degeminated at an early date: *miškan+nā > *miškān(n)ā > *miškānā; ii) the original postposition *nā has no pendant in East Baltic (Lith. nuo, Latv. nūo ‘from’ are synchronically and, almost certainly, historically unrelated) and its possible relation with OPr. no, na and Sl. na ‘on(to)’ is also problematic.33 This makes the second option preferable:

2) At some stage of East Baltic *miškōnsnā, *galvāsnā etc. lost their first *-n- by dissimilation, whence *miškōsnā, *galvāsnā. This is ad hoc, but dissimilation certainly occurs in natural languages and one can hardly think of a better target than forms like *miškōnsnā. This accords well with the fact that the composite nature of the illative was most probably not felt anymore from an early stage of (East) Baltic, which, as we shall see below, is supported by independent evidence.

Both the Balto-Slavic antiquity of the illative plural and the innovative character of the East Baltic lack of *-n- are confirmed by the only relic of the secondary local cases in Old Prussian. It is found in a 15th c. fragment of the Lord’s Prayer, edited by Mikalauskaitė (1938). I give the text in full,

33 The ultimate etymology of *-nā is not of prime importance for the purposes of this article, but the closest formal match I can think of is with Gk. ἀνά ‘up, along’, Av. ana ‘upwards, along’, Gmc. *ana ‘on(to), by’ (cf. Dunkel 2014, 50f., with a different reconstruction of this local adverb than the one assumed here). If this goes back to PIE *(h)an-h2a (vel sim., with directive *(h)2a) one would have to assume apheresis (an ad hoc assumption, but not unlikely for local adverbs) and a secondary, inner Balt(o-Slav)ic lengthening *(h)a > *(h)ā (as, e.g., in PIE *pro > Bl.-Sl. *pra > Lith. prō, pró–). The original adposition would have been lost as an independent word in early Baltic.
which is probably the best way to warn against overambitious interpretation of the spelling of individual items: *Towe Nuêsze kâs esse andangonsv’n swyntins* ‘Pater noster qui es in caelis sanctificetur’. *andangonsv’n* is clearly used as a locative, which at this stage of the development of Old Prussian and in such a text does not imply that it necessarily continues a locative or an inessive. The -ons- of *andangonsv’n*, on the other hand, implies that the base was the accusative plural *-ūns*, which automatically points to an illative. Scholars familiar with Lithuanian dialects will not find the locative use of an original illative particularly surprising. It is regular in South Aukštaitian (*buvaũ miškaũ ‘I was in the forest’; standard Lith. *buvaũ miškė*) and, of course, transfers of directives to locatives and *vice versa* are typologically well attested. Nor will the ending -(ons)v’n be too surprising. Besides *miškūosna*, Lithuanian dialects present the variants *miškūosnan*, *miškūosen*, *miškūosan*, *miškūosun*, most of them evidently influenced by the inessive plural.\(^{34}\)

Although the details leading to OPr. *andangonsv’n* will probably never be recovered, -ons- is *lectio difficilior* and practically proves that we are dealing with an illative.

Turning back to East Baltic, from what has been said it is clear that this branch had ill. sg. *miškānā*, *galvānā*, *žuērinā*, *dangūnā*, ill. pl. *miškōsnā*, *galvāsnā*, *žuērīsnā*, *dangūsnā*. In the prehistory of Lithuanian, they were affected by two major sound laws: Saussure’s law and Leskien’s law. According to Saussure’s law the stress was advanced to the right in the singular (*miškānā*, *galvānā*, *žuērinā*, *dangūnā*) but not in the plural (*miškōsnā*, *galvāsnā*, *žuērīsnā*, *dangūsnā*, with preserved stress in the acute long vowel). The acute final vowel was then shortened according to Leskien’s law (*°ā > °a*). This gives us the state of affairs of Old Lithuanian: ill. sg. *miškanā*, *galvonā*, *žvērinā*, *dangunā*, ill. pl. *miškūosna*, *galvōsna*, *žvērýsna*, *(dangūosna)*. It should be stressed that Saussure’s law is the only reasonable way to account for the contrast in accentuation between singular and plural.

We can now return to the questions with which we ended section §4. As for questions 1 and 2, the relatively transparent history of the illative indicates that Saussure’s law operated in the local cases as expected. As we shall see below (§7), it also took place in the inessive. The reasons why Saussure’s

\(^{34}\) Cf. Zinkevičius 1966, 212f.
law did not apply to *-pē (< *-prej) in the allative and adessive must have something to do with this concrete adposition and will be discussed below (§6).

As for question 3 (whether the absence of Saussure’s law in piřštòp(i) (AP 2) implies underlying non-acute {-õpi}, in contrast with kelmòp(i) (AP 3) or is due to analogy) the illative speaks in favor of the first option. Saussure’s law did operate in the illative plural, as evidenced by dialectal forms like autúosna, giríósna for standard aũtuosna, giríosna (to aũtas ‘foot-cloth’, giríà ‘forest’, AP 2). The Balto-Slavic accusative plural had ‘inherent’ acute intonation and this was inherited by the illative plural. Accordingly, Saussure’s law regularly took place. Its results were then removed by analogy. All other secondary local cases that display acute intonation acquired it as a result of the development detailed in §4 for the o-stem allative singular: PBl. *miškā-prej > *miškā-prej > EBl. *miškā-p(r)ē > Lith. miškòp(i). The acute here arose in mobile paradigms alone and, to judge by the complete absence of Saussure’s law in Lithuanian, it was never analogically extended to immobile paradigms. This scenario, as we shall see immediately, is confirmed by the adessive.

6. The adessive

The adessive is the most problematic of the secondary local cases. The terms of the debate can be briefly presented as follows. The almost universal view is that the adessive goes back to locative + postposition *prej. Rosinas (2000) was probably alone in deriving it from dative + *prej. Rosinas’ main argument is of a syntactic nature: in Old Lithuanian priẽ governs the dative in a meaning essentially comparable to that of the adessive. This, however, does not prove that *prej governed the dative already in Proto-Baltic and Rosinas’ treatment of the formal side of his proposal was weak. The reason to begin this section by highlighting an essentially marginal theory is that I believe that Rosinas was right and that prosodics strongly confirm the ‘dative theory’. Before presenting my arguments it will be convenient to take an unbiased look at the facts.

In the singular the ū- and ē-stems šak-ái-p(i), kat-éi-p(i) are ambiguous between the dative and the locative (though see below on the accent). The i-stem ak-ì-p(i) clearly favors the dative (cf. OLith. dat. sg. āki/ākie; contrast

loc. sg. *-e̞i in iness. sg. *-e̞i-en, see below §7), but the o-stem mišk-íe-p(i) favors the locative in an even clearer way (cf. Lith. adv. namię‘at home’ < PIE loc. sg. *-o̞j; contrast dat. sg. mišk-ui < *-o̞j). The u-stem tu̞g-u-p(i), finally, must be secondary under any theory. The plural miškúosemp(i) seems to be built on the inessive and thus depends, in some way, on the locative. This is clearly confirmed by the variants miškúosamp(i), miškúosump(i). No matter how one handles the details, the adessive plural is not built on the dative (Lith. miškáms < OLith. miškàmus).

One must concede that, overall, till very recently the evidence favored the traditional ‘locative theory’.36 But recent advances in our understanding of the Baltic and Balto-Slavic Auslautgesetze now allow us to see Rosinas’ ‘dative theory’ in a more favorable light. In Villanueva Svensson (fthc.) I have argued that Osthoff’s law took place at an early stage of East Baltic, not, as traditionally assumed, in Balto-Slavic. There I have tried to establish the following relative chronology of early East Baltic sound changes:

1) loss of -n- in Bl. *-ōns, *-āns, *-īns, *-ūns > EBl. *-ōs, *-ās, *-īs, *-ūs;
2) Osthoff’s law;
3) fronting *a̞i > *e̞i;
4) monophthongization *e̞ (including *a̞i > *e̞i) > *ē.

It follows that a dative-based o-stem adessive singular Bl. *-ōi-pre̞ would have given Lith. -ie-p(i) by regular sound change: *-ōi-pre̞ > *-aj-p(r)e̞ (Osthoff’s

---

36 The major difficulty for the ‘locative theory’ were the i- and u-stem endings. The idea that Lith. -i-p(i), -(u)-pi reflect a very late univerbation, after Leskien’s law had taken place (loc. sg. *-e̞i, *-ōu > *-e̞, *-o̞ > *-ie̞, *-uo̞ > *-i, *-u, vel sim.), is incompatible with the early chronology of the local cases that the rest of the evidence demands. See Kazlauskas (1968, 160); Seržant (2004b, 49) for attempts in this direction. Note, in addition, that inherited word-final long diphthongs almost certainly were non-acute (see below §7). The relatively popular idea that the i-stem adess. sg. *-i-p(i) was taken from the consonant stems and continues, in the last instance, PIE loc. sg. *-i (e.g. Stang 1966, 196, 211) is contradicted by the robust evidence indicating that loc. sg. *-i was apocopated already in Balto-Slavic (cf. Villanueva Svensson 2017–2018, 291–296). Petit (2007, 346–350), finally, suggests that after the loss of the locative the ā- and ē-stem adess. sg. -aip(i), -eip(i) were reanalyzed as built on the dative. The i-stem ending would be analogous: dat. sg. -ai : -ei : -i = adess. sg. -aipi : -eipi : X, where X = -ipi. The u-stem adess. sg. -upi would be analogous to the i-stem ending. Such a possibility cannot be denied on formal grounds. One may wonder, however, what the motivation was to replace the inherited i-stem adessive ending or why the o-stem adess. -iep(i) was bypassed in the process.
law) \( \rightarrow *\text{-eǐ-p(r)eį} \) (fronting \(*\text{aį} > *\text{eį} \) \( \rightarrow *\text{-e-p(r)eį} \) (monophthongization \(*\text{eį} > *\text{e̞} \) \( \rightarrow \) Lith. \(-\text{i𝑒-𝑝(i)} \). The ā- and ē-stem endings \( *\text{šak-āi-p(i)} \), \( *\text{kat-ēi-p(i)} \), as noted above, unproblematically continue the dative, cf. Lith. dat. sg. \( *\text{šakai, kâtei} \) (< Bl.-Sl. \(*\text{-āį} < \) PIE \(*\text{-ah-ąį} \)). A minor complication that now arises is the lack of expected monophthongization \( *\text{-āį-preį} \) \( \rightarrow *\text{-ai-p(r)eį} \) \( \rightarrow *\text{-eį-p(r)eį} \) \( \rightarrow *\text{-e-p(i)} \). The \(-\text{ai-} \) of \( *\text{šak-āi-p(i)} \), however, is very easily explained as restored on analogy with the other endings. Unlike the much more heterogeneous \( \text{o-stems (EBl. nom. *-as, acc. *-an, gen. *-ā, dat. *-ōį, instr. *-ū, loc. *-ē, all. *-āp(r)eį/*-āp(r)eį, ill. *-ānā)} \) the ā-stems had a clearly segmentable \(*-ā-\) in all case endings: EBl. nom. \(*-ā, acc. *-ān, gen. *-ās, dat. *-āį, instr. *-ān, loc. *-āį, all. *-āsp(r)eį/*-āsp(r)eį, ill. *-ānā). The ē-stems, as always, followed the model of the ā-stems. The main advantage of the ‘dative theory’, as already noted, is that it accounts for the \( i \)-stem ending in a way that the ‘locative theory’ cannot. The prehistory of the Old Lithuanian \( i \)-stem dat. sg. \(-i \) has also been satisfactorily explained in recent years. As argued by Hill (2016, 214–222), the PIE \( i \)-stem \(*-eį-eį \) (Ved. dat. sg. \( *\text{āgn-aye} \) gave Bl.-Sl. \(*-i\) by regular sound change (OCS dat. sg. \( *\text{kost-i} \). In Baltic word-final non-acute \(*-i\) was regularly shortened to \(*-i \), which directly gives OLith. dat. sg. \( *\text{ak-i} \). The variant \( *\text{ak-ie} \) was taken from the consonant-stems (PIE dat. sg. \(*-eį\) and reflects the gradual merger of \( i \)- and consonant-stems in East Baltic. See Villanueva Svensson (2019, 202–205) for a more detailed defense of this view. Since the Proto-Baltic \( i \)-stem singular was \(*\text{ak-i} \) (< PIE \(*\text{h₃okʷ-eį-eį} \), the adessive was regularly \(*\text{ak-i-preį} \), whence Lith. \( *\text{ak-į-p(i)} \). As for the \( u \)-stem \( tūg-u-p(i) \), it is most likely analogical to the \( i \)-stems, as often assumed. As is well known, the Proto-Baltic \( u \)-stem dative singular cannot be reconstructed on the available evidence (this ending is not attested in Old Prussian; Lith. \( sūn-ui \) has the \( o \)-stem ending; Latv. \( tīrg-um \) is analogical). A distinct possibility is that it was \(*-u \) already in Proto-Baltic, which would make the adessive \(*\text{sūn-u-preį} \) completely unproblematic.\(^{37}\) This cannot be proved (the only argument is the adessive \( tūgup \) itself), but such an analogy would square well with the total absence of full-grade ‘eũ-cases’ in the Baltic \( u \)-stems (Lith. dat. sg. \( *\text{sūn-ui} \), nom. pl. \( *\text{sūn-ūs} \), gen. pl.

\(^{37}\) A close parallel is provided by Italo-Celtic, where the \( u \)-stem dat. sg. \(*-eu > *-ou \) (Lat. \( *\text{corn-ū} \), Um. \( *\text{trif-o} \), Gaul. \( *\text{taqav-ovu} \) is analogical to \( i \)-stem dat. sg. \(*-ei \) (Lat. \( *\text{turr-ī} \), Um. \( *\text{ocr-e} \), Gaul. \( *\text{ucuet-e} \)). The latter ending reflects an exclusively Italo-Celtic haplogony from PIE \(*\text{-eį-eį} \).
sūn-ū vs. OCS syn-ovi, syn-ove, sun-ovъ < PIE *-eů-ei, *-eů-es, *-eů-oHom [vel sim.]). Note that at least the u-stem nominative plural ending must be analogical to the i-stem ending (Lith. ākys < Bl.-Sl. *-īs < PIE *-eů-es).

In short, the adessive singular can be satisfactorily derived from the dative in all stems. Derivation from the dative is of course impossible for the adessive plural, but this can now be easily explained as an East Baltic or pre-Lithuanian innovation. Once Bl. adess. sg. *-ō̌-prě, *-ā̌-prě, *-ē̌-prě, *-ǐ-prě, *-ǔ-prě had given EBl. *-ē-p(r)ē̌, *-ā̌-p(r)ē̌, *-ē̌-p(r)ē̌, *-ǐ-p(r)ē̌, *-ǔ-p(r)ē̌ (or pre-Lith. *-ie-pie, *-ai-pie, etc.), the crucial o-stem ending lost any synchronic connection with the dative (Lith. mìškui) and was naturally reinterpreted as built on the locative (Lith. namiê; see below §7).

The ā- and ē-stem endings were essentially ambiguous, whereas the i- and u-stems (which, synchronically, were not built on the locative) could not outweigh the influence of the o-stems. The result is that the adessive plural was fully rebuilt on the locative, eliminating any trace of what the inherited Proto-Baltic adessive may have looked like. Old Lithuanian presents three variants of the adessive plural, all of them clearly reminiscent of the inessive plural: miškuosemp(i), miškuosamp(i), miškuosump(i) (cf. iness. pl. miškuose, miškuosa, miškuosu). As per Rosinas (1995, 64), followed by Petit (2007, 335f.), the first step probably was a non-attested adess. pl. *-su-pie. When the iness. pl. *-su was replaced by *-sen (with *-en taken from the inessive singular), the adessive plural was remade to *-sem-pi, which quickly became the dominant ending. It imposed its -m- on the variants *-su-pi and *-sa-pi, yielding -sump(i), -samp(i). The locative and inessive endings on which this account is based will be dealt with below §7.

Now that the origin of the adessive has been clarified, we can turn to accentuation. The Balto-Slavic dative singular was an enclinomenon: Lith. AP 3 lángui, gálvai, žvériui, súnui = Sl. AP e *vòzu, *gòlvě, *kòsti, *sýnovi. Accordingly, the postposition *prě received the stress in mobile paradigms: PBl. adess. sg. *miškō̌+prě, *galvāi+prě, *žuĕri+prě, *dangu+prě. The next step should already be familiar: Baltic lost nominal enclinomena and the stress moved from the original postposition to the left, yielding *miškō̌+prě, *galvāi+prě, *žuĕri+prě, *dangu+prě. In the case of the non-acute long syllables of the o-, ā- and ē-stems, stress retraction was accompanied by métatonie rude. These processes directly explain Lith. miškiep(i), šakáip(i), katēip(i), akip(i), dangùp(i).
It should be stressed that the ‘locative theory’ cannot account for the acute of \(mi\text{s}ki\text{e}p(i), \text{s}k\text{a}i\text{p}(i), \text{kate}\text{i}p(i)\), just as it cannot account for the ending of \(\text{a}kip(i), \text{dang}\text{u}p(i)\). The locative singular was not an enclinomenon, but had lexical accent on the ending (see below §7). Accordingly, the stress would have stayed in place in Proto-Baltic and there would have been no room for the metatony to take place. Note that the acute cannot be explained in a different way, but must be due to the same process that generated a secondary acute in the \(o\)-stem all. sg. \(mi\text{s}ko\text{p}(i)\) (as detailed above §4). This is implied by the total absence of Saussure’s law variants in AP 2 nouns (see above §5). If one nevertheless derives \(\text{a}\)-stem adess. sg. \(\text{š}k\text{a}i\text{p}(i)\) from the locative and assumes that the acute was an inherent feature of this ending (in spite of the absence of Saussure’s law in AP 2 nouns), this would be in blatant contradiction with iness. sg. \(\text{š}ako\text{j}e < *-\text{a}ï-\text{en},\) with a final accent due to Saussure’s law that, precisely, implies that the ending had non-acute *-\(\text{a}ï\)-.

I will not discuss the accentuation of the adessive plural in detail. As argued above, this ending has been completely renewed and the accent of \(mi\text{s}ku\text{ose}p(i)\) is that of the illative, which became dominant in the plural of the local cases (see below §7). In addition, the adessive plural is the most poorly attested local case of all and this may not have been the only accent pattern associated to it (see below §7 for variation in the inessive).

Before leaving the adessive we can finally answer the question that was left pending in Sections 4 and 5: how is the contrast between accented -\(n\text{a}\) and -\((j)\text{e}\) and always unaccented -\(\text{p}\text{i}\) to be explained? It should be stressed that all three original postpositions were acute (*-\(n\text{a}\), *-\(\text{e}\text{n}\), *-\(\text{pre}\)\(\text{i}\)).\(^{38}\) Accordingly, Saussure’s law should have operated in all three of them. In the case of the adessive the absence of \(\ddagger\text{ak}i\text{p}, \ddagger\text{dang}u\text{p}\) could conceivably be due to analogy with \(mi\text{s}ki\text{e}p, \text{š}k\text{a}i\text{p}, \text{kate}\text{i}p\), but analogy will not account for the

\(^{38}\) Through this article I have tacitly assumed that the traditional identification of all./adess. -\(\text{p}\text{i}\) with the preposition Lith. \(\text{pri}\text{e} ‘at’\) (OPr. \(\text{prei},\) OCS \(\text{pri} < \text{Bl.-Sl./PIE *pre}\text{i}\)) is correct. The loss of -\(r\) by some type of dissimilation is not a regular development, but variants of \(\text{pri}\text{e}\) without -\(r\) are known in Lithuanian dialects and Latv. \(\text{pie}\) is the normal form in Latvian. If one nevertheless prefers to operate with etymologically different adpositions (e.g. Dunkel 2014, 247; ALEW, 815), this does not directly affect the problem we are discussing. Lith. -\(\text{p}\text{i}/-\(\text{p}\) is most naturally derived from pre-Lith. *-\(\text{p}\text{i}\) via Leskien’s law and this is supported by scattered instances of preserved -\(\text{ie}\)- in Old Lithuanian, e.g. to\(\text{f}\text{pieg}\) Daukša 94,53 (with -\(\text{g}\text{i}\) ‘indeed’).
constant stem accentuation of the allative, where o-stem *miškópi was the only acute ending. Although this may have been a factor, the divergent accentual behavior of -pi vis-à-vis -na and -(j)e must have something to do with the postposition itself. The main factor cannot have been the original form of the postpositions (they were all acute), but their status when Saussure’s law took place. Ill. *-na was lost as a free adposition before (at least) East Baltic. This and other factors made the illative synchronically opaque and Saussure’s law applied as in any other word form of the language (see above §5). Iness. *-en could perhaps be related to the adposition (Lith. ū ‘into’, Latv. ie-. OPr. ēn ‘in; into’), but most probably this was not the case. In East Baltic the inessive replaced the inherited locative. As a result, the inessive could not be constructed with adpositions anymore. The adposition *en/*in was limited to constructions with the accusative and specialized in the meaning ‘into’. Thus, the inessive was not synchronically related to an adposition and was treated as a unit, just like the illative. Saussure’s law freely applied.

The case of *-prej in the allative and adessive was different. Modern Lithuanian -pi is synchronically unrelated to any preposition of the language and this was probably also the case in Old Lithuanian, but at a stage of the language prior to Leskien’s law *-p(r) must have been felt as related to the preposition *p(r) (which, it must be recalled, was constructed with the genitive and the dative in meanings very similar to those of the allative and adessive). Even if the preposition was regularly *p(r), with -r-, and the allative/adessive *-p(r), without -r-, there are several indications suggesting that speakers intuitively related them:

1) the allative/adessive is occasionally attested as -pri in Old Lithuanian, with an -r- that was most probably taken from the preposition priē;
2) the preposition is pie, without -r-, in Latvian, and an r-less piē is also attested in Lithuanian dialects;
3) in the Lithuanian language island of Gervėčiai in Belarus the allative and adessive end in -k, not -p (e.g. dukterik ‘dukterip, by the daughter’).

The best explanation of this fact I am aware of is due to Rosinas (1995, 71), who operates with an emphatic particle -gi ‘indeed’ and a series of subsequent reductions: all./adess. *-pie-gi → *-pi-gi → *-pig > *-pk > -k (or, conceivably, *-pi-gi → *-pgi > *-pk > -k). The particle

---

39 See Kardelytė (1975, 41f.) for the details.
-gi was almost certainly taken from the preposition, which in Old Lithuanian is often prieg(i). Forms like topig, topgi are well attested in the old texts.

Since speakers could still relate allative/adessive *-p(r)gi̞ to the adposition *p(r)g̞i, its status was ambivalent between case ending and postposition. At the stage of pre-Lithuanian in which Saussure’s law took place enclinomena behavior had long been lost. Saussure’s law thus did not trespass the boundaries of the phonological word to move to clitics. The result is that Saussure’s law did not operate in the allative and adessive. It should be stressed that this was not due to the prosodic or semantic properties of the allative and the adessive as such, but to the circumstance that the independent adposition was perfectly well preserved at this stage.

7. The inessive

The inessive presents a different picture from the other local cases. The illative, allative and adessive, it will be recalled, were created at an early stage of Baltic. In the case of the inessive there are several indications suggesting that it was created at a later date. First of all, it fully coincides in meaning with the old locative on which it was based. Since the locative singular has left a relatively large number of traces in Lithuanian adverbs (namiẽ, oriẽ etc.), it was probably preserved until relatively recently. From a formal point of view, the o-stem inessive singular *-ēn̂ (miškė) is best derived from *-ēi̞en̂. Since there is no reason why an old, Proto-Baltic *-ai̞+en̂ would not have been preserved (Lith. †mišk-ajė), this implies that the inessive was created at a stage of East Baltic posterior to the monophthongization *e̞j̞ (*ai̞) > *ē.41 Another, hitherto unnoticed formal argument comes from the a̞- and e̞-stem endings. As argued in Villanueva Svensson (2016) the regular development of the locative singular was as follows: PIE *-ah2-i > Bl.-Sl./ PBl. *-ai̞ > EBl. *-ē > pre-Lith. *-ie > Lith. †-i. It follows that the ending

40 This is probably the most widespread account of the o-stem inessive singular, going back to Büga (apud Stang 1957, 182, fn. 56) and accepted by Stang (1957, 75; 1966, 182f.) or Kazlauskas (1968, 159), among others. None of the alternatives I am aware of is attractive (see e.g. Mažiulis 1970, 132; Rosinas 2001, 70; Petit 2007, 356f.; Jasanoﬀ 2017, 144).

41 The o-stems also present an ending *-ie-jen̂ (OLith. Diewieie, Žem. tókie šáltie), which must have been formed by adding *-ien̂ to the original loc. sg. -ie < *-i̞e̞ (< Bl.-[Sl.] *-ai̞ < PIE *-oj). This implies that in specific usages the old locative was preserved as a productively used adverb formation until very recently (see Ulvydas 2000, 274–281).
*-āi that šak-oj-è requires is analogous to the rest of the paradigm (as stressed above §6, the whole singular had clearly segmentable *-ā-). It was most probably created in East Baltic, when regular sound change led to a formally opaque locative singular (PBl. *-aï > EBl. *-êj > *-ē). This squares well with the chronology already arrived at from the o-stem iness. sg. *-ēn < *-ē+en. As in the o-stems, the original ā-stem ending has left traces in adverbs (Lith. ankti ‘early’, tol ‘far’ etc.). The final (and strongest!) argument is fairly simple: the Old and dialectal Lithuanian iness. pl. -su (miškuosù, šakosù etc.) evidently continues PIE loc. pl. *-su untouched.

The picture that emerges is that Proto-Baltic possessed the four local cases of Old Lithuanian, with the formal peculiarity that the place of the locative was occupied by the inherited locative and not by a postpositional ending (which for obvious reasons was not actually needed). In East Baltic the locative singular was recharacterized by a postposition *ēn, whereas no postposition was probably ever attached to the locative plural. The creation of the inessive thus took place at a different period than the other local cases and cannot be attributed to Uralic influence. It has been proposed that the addition of the postposition *ēn was a device to distinguish the locative from the dative. This was only necessary in the ā- and ē-stems (EBl. dat. sg. *-aï, *-êj = loc. sg. *-āi, *-ēj) and may well have been a contributing factor. One may wonder, in any case, whether there is any necessity to look for a motivation in the first place. The recharacterization of the locative with a postposition is well-paralleled in the Indo-European languages. Unlike the grammaticalization of the allative and adessive (a rather unusual development demanding a special motivation, like the one provided by Uralic influence), the development of an ‘inessive singular’ out of the locative is not a problematic development.

---

42 See Villanueva Svensson (2019, 209–211) for a possible relic of the ē-stem loc. sg. *-ēj, later replaced in East Baltic by analogical *-ēj. The ē-stem ending is fully parallel to ā-stem loc. sg. Bl. *-aï → EBl. *-āi.


44 Clear cases include the univerbation of the locative with the postposition ā in Iranian (e.g. YAv. zastaiia, OPers. dastayā ‘on the hand’ < In.-Ir. *-aï + *ā; cf. Hofmann, Forssman 2004, 116) and with the postposition en in Sabellian (e.g. Os. hurtin kerriin ‘in the precinct of Ceres’, Um. ocrem fisiem ‘on the Fisian mount’; cf. Wallace 2007, 23f.).
Before turning to accentuation it is necessary to specify the form of the locative at the relevant stage of East Baltic in which it was univerbated with the postposition *en. The o-stem PIE *-oj > Bl.-Sl./PBl. *-aj > EBl. *-ei > *-ê is unproblematic. The a- and e-stem endings *-âj, *-êj have already been discussed. They are the East Baltic replacement of PBl. *-âj, *-êj (< Bl.-Sl. a-stem *-aj < PIE *-ah-î), an innovation most probably motivated by the desire to obtain an ending with clearly segmentable stem vowel *-â-, *-ê-. The non-acute character of the innovated *-âj, *-êj probably reflects the fact that word-final long diphthongs were typically non-acute (unlike short diphthongs, which could be both acute and non-acute). The PIE i-stem loc. sg. *-êj was preserved untouched. The same holds probably true for the u-stem PIE *-êu > Bl.-Sl. *-ôu. The PIE consonant stem ending *-i, finally, had most probably been apocopated already in Balto-Slavic (cf. Villanueva Svensson 2017–2018, 291–296). In East Baltic consonant stems have the same ending as the i-stems.

We can thus start from the following endings when univerbation took place: *-ê+en, *-âj+en, *-êj+en, *-êj+en, *-ôu+en. It should be stressed that all locative endings at this stage were non-acute (see further below). The sequence *-ê+en of the o-stem inessive was unique. We can thus not test whether its outcome *-ên was regular, but this is not contradicted by any theoretical argument. It is probably worth remembering that at this stage of East Baltic the acute was still rising in addition to being glottalized. Although one expects the contraction product of *-ê+en to be long, this is impossible to prove (or disprove) from Lith. mišk-ê, East Aukšt. mišk-î. The case of a-stem *-âj+en > Lith. šak-ojê and e-stem *-êj+en > Lith. kat-êjê is unproblematic. The i-stem *-êj+en is preserved in Žemaitian širdîe (＝ ’śirdê’), in Old Lithuanian texts from authors of Žemaitija and neighboring areas (schirdie), and more rarely in Aukštaitian as well (-êje). It is also attested in dialectal Latvian -ei, -ê. Standard Lithuanian ak-yjê, dial. ak-îjê and standard Latvian av-iê are clearly innovated. Since these forms do not compromise the reconstruction

45 The rationale for the -ô of Bl.-Sl. loc. sg. *-ôu < PIE *-êu is not of prime importance in the present context. In my view it was analogical to the cases in which heterosyllabic PIE *-eu- had given Bl.-Sl. *-ou- by regular sound change (e.g. PIE dat. sg. *-eu-êj > Bl.-Sl. *-ou-êj, OCS syn-ouï).

46 See Kazlauskas (1968, 150–156) for an extended treatment of the Lithuanian i-stem inessive.
of EBl. *-ēien, I will not discuss them in detail here. The u-stem ending is more problematic. Žemaitian tōrg-ų, tōrg-û (= ‘turguo’) < *-uoję goes back to *-ōien, not to the expected *-ōuen. The same holds probably true for Latv. dial. –uo. The more or less standard solution is that *-ēn was added to loc. sg. *-ō, an ending that is usually thought to be the regular development of *-ōu (be it via monophthongization *-ōu > *-ō or via loss of the glide).^47^ Word-final long diphthongs, however, seem to have been stable until very recently in the prehistory of Lithuanian.^48^ In my view *-ūien can be easily explained as analogical. After contraction in the o-stems (which rendered the ending unanalyzable) the inessive of the ā-, ē- and i-stems was reanalyzed as containing a final sequence *-ien, a reanalysis that must have been practically unavoidable in the ā- and ē-stems (*-āi-en, *-ēi-en → *-ā-ien, *-ē-ien) and that evidently was responsible for the creation of the innovated i-stem ending *-ī-ien. My claim is that this reanalysis led the u-stem ending *-ōuen to be remade as *-ōien, with the final *-ien now felt as the regular inessive ending. The replacement of this ending by the innovated *-ū-ien at a still later stage (Lith. dang-uję, Latv. al-ū) falls outside of the scope of this article and will not be discussed here.^49^ We can now turn to accentuation. Leaving aside, for the moment, the o-stems, Slavic indicates that the locative singular had lexical accent on the ending (Sl. AP c *golvě, *kosti, *synù). No accent shift is thus expected and we can safely start from EBl. *galvāj+en, *źuēři+en, (*dangōu+en →) *dangōi+en. The original locative endings were non-acute.^50^ Since the grammaticalization of the inessive entailed the loss of the locative, these forms were treated as ‘normal’ morphological units (like the illative but unlike the allative and adessive). Saussure’s law thus took place as expected, yielding *galvāien, *źuēřiēn, *dangōien > Lith. galvojė, žvėryjė, dangujė. The

---

^47^ E.g. E nd z el ī n s 1923, 327; S t ang 1966, 215f.; among others. So also V ill anu e va S v en ss o n 2016, 177.

^48^ The clearest case is the PIE o-stem dat. sg. *-ōi. The difference between Aukštaitian -ui (< *-uoī < *-ōi) and Žemaitian -uo (< *-ō < *-ōi) can hardly be explained otherwise than by assuming that the Proto-Lithuanian ending was still *-ōi. Note also ā- and ē-stem dat. sg. šākai, kātei < EBl. *-āï, *-ēï.

^49^ See K a z l a u s k a s (1968, 156–159) for an extended treatment of the variants of the u-stem inessive singular in Lithuanian.

^50^ I cannot here devote the necessary space to argue for this view. See V ill anu e va S v en ss o n 2016, 174–177; fthc., §3.2.
Balto-Slavic accentuation of the o-stem locative singular is more debated: Slavic *vōzē points to an enclitomenon, whereas Lith. adv. namiē points to final accent. Since the whole o-stem singular has initial accent in Slavic, the accent of Sl. loc. sg. *vōzē is easily explained as secondary. The final accent of Lith. namiē is lectio difficilior and this is now confirmed by iness. sg. miškè. If Proto-Baltic had loc. sg. *miškaj, it would have given a form with initial accent in Lithuanian. Enclitomenon behavior was lost already in Proto-Baltic, whereas the inessive was an East Baltic creation. Its final accent must thus reflect ending accentuation in the locative: Bl.-Sl./PBl. *miškāj > EBl. *miškē → *miškē+en > *miškēn > Lith. miškè.

The last case to be discussed is the inessive plural. From what has been said it is evident that the locative plural was preserved into East Baltic with only low-level changes: PIE *-o-su, *-ah-su, *-i-su, *-u-su > Bl.-Sl. *-aį-su, *-ą-su, *-i-šu, *-u-šu (Sl. *vozēv, *golvāxv, *kostāxv, *sypāxv) → PBl. *-aį-su, *-ą-su, *-i-su, *-u-su > EBl. *-o-su, *-ą-su, *-i-su (*-i-su?), *-ū-su (*-u-su?) > Lith. dial. miškuosu, šakosu, akysu, (pietūsè). The exact order of some innovations may be disputed, but this does not affect the general picture. At a presumably early stage two regularizations took place: 1) the accent of ā-stem loc. pl. *-aį-su (due to Hirt’s law and preserved in Slavic) was normalized to *-ą-su; 2) the ruki-rule alternation between *-su and *-šu was solved in favor of the non-ruki variant *-su, as regularly in Baltic (cf. Andersen 1968).

Of more importance is the innovation leading to East Baltic *-ą-su, *-ą-su, *-i-su, *-ū-su. The final vowel of the ending *-su remained intact, but the o-stem stem vowel *mišk-āį-su was remade to *mišk-ō-su (Lith. dial. miškuosu, Latv. cilvēkuōs) according to a proportion ill. pl. *-āsnā : *-ōsnā = loc. pl. *-āsu : X, where X = *-ūsu. The agreement between Lithuanian and Latvian proves that the common ancestor of both languages had loc. pl. *mišk-ā-su. \(^{52}\) The form of the illative that this analogy demands (*-ōsnā, without -n-) points to an East Baltic date. It follows that relics of *-oį-su in Lithuanian numerals (keturīsesu, penkīesu/keturīse, penkīse etc. ‘in four,

---

\(^{51}\) See e.g. Stang 1966, 298f.; Olander 2009, 177; Jasanoﬀ 2017, 143.

\(^{52}\) As often assumed, e.g. Stang 1966, 186. The old idea that forms like iness. pl. miškuosē were built on the accusative (still accepted by Kazlauskas 1968, 161; Zinkevičius 1980, 212) has nothing to recommend it. By now it seems to have been generally abandoned.
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in five’) were relics already at the East Baltic stage. Although forms like keturíesu are used as adverbs, their connection with the inessive is still self-evident (as clearly indicated by standard Lith. keturíese, with ‘inessive’ o e). The unetymological acute of keturíesu/keturíese must thus have been taken from miškúose, šakóse etc. Whether the same analogy took place in the i- and u-stems (as tacitly assumed above) is uncertain. The bulk of the East Baltic evidence points to *-ī-su, *-ū-su (e.g. i-stem Lith. akysù/akýsu, akysè/akýse, Latv. avîs). Forms like akisù, with short -i-, are attested in the dialects, but they are very rare (cf. Zinkevičius 1966, 237f.). They are usually taken as archaisms. This may be true, but it is equally possible (and perhaps more likely) that they are analogical after the short stem vowel -i- of (e.g.) dat. pl. akîms (< akimus) or instr. pl. akimîs.53

The influence of the illative on the locative continued after Proto-East Baltic. It is practically impossible to know whether iness. pl. *miškōsû, *galvōsû, *ţuŗēsû, *dangūsû (or *-i-sû, *-u-sû) were preserved intact in Latvian (something must have fallen after cilvēkuôs, but we do not know what). The Lithuanian inessive plural was heavily influenced by the inessive singular and the illative plural.54 The older forms miškuosû, šakosû etc. are well attested in Old Lithuanian and are also found in the dialects (mostly in Eastern Aukštaitian). Standard Lith. miškuosè, šakosè etc. has o e from the inessive singular (miškè, šakojè). A third variant, miškuosa, šakosa (mostly from Western Lithuania), has o a from the illative (miškûosna, šakûsna). There are two main accentual patterns: 1) final stress miškuosè, šakosè, mostly in Western Lithuanian, 2) stem-vowel stress miškûose, šakóse, mostly in Eastern Lithuanian. It is usually assumed, doubtless correctly, that the first one is that of the inherited locative plural (miškuosû, šakosû), whereas the second one has been taken from the illative plural (miškûosna, šakûsna). Needless to say, the dialects attest different combinations (e.g. miškûosu, šakûsu). The final accent of miškuosû/miškuosè, as noted above, is inherited from Balto-Slavic (*vozëxb).

Finally, it should be mentioned that shortened forms of the inessive singular are fairly common in Lithuanian: šakoj (< šakojè), akûj/akîj (< akýjè/

53 In Lithuanian the u-stems have mostly adopted the o-stem inessive plural (e.g. standard tuŗguose) and are thus less informative than the i-stems. See Zinkevičius (1966, 251) for relics of the original u-stem inessive plural.

54 The inner-Lithuanian development of the inessive plural presented here is traditional, cf. e.g. Zinkevičius 1966, 237–240.
akijê) etc. They are also found in the plural, were they are rarer (miškuōs, šakōs, akỹs). As in the case of the illative (Lith. miškañ < miškanà, galvôn < galvonà etc.), we expect recent shortenings like these to surface with circumflex intonation and this is what we get.

8. Conclusions

We can now summarize the main results of this article. The illative, allative and adessive were created in Proto-Baltic due to Uralic influence. Their accentuation was determined by the development of Balto-Slavic enclinomena in Baltic. When the local cases were created enclinomena were still fully preserved, leading to word forms with stress on the original adposition (e.g. o-stem all. sg. *miśkā̱+préj). When nominal enclinomena were lost the accent shifted to the immediate left with concomitant métatonie rude, yielding *miškā̱přej (Lith. miškóp(i), in contrast with gen. sg. miško). This was the origin of unexpected stress position and unexpected acute intonation in the secondary local cases. Another important conclusion of this study is that the adessive was built on the dative, as first proposed by Rosinas (2000), not, as generally assumed, on the locative.

In their way to East Baltic the local cases underwent a number of innovations, most saliently in the illative plural (*miškō̱snā̱ → *miškō̱snā̱) and in the locative (ā- and ē-stem *-āj, *-e̱j → *-āj, *-e̱j; adaption of the plural stem vowel to the illative). The most important East Baltic innovation, however, was the creation of the inessive singular, which replaced the inherited locative. In Lithuanian the local cases were affected by two major sound laws: Saussure’s law and Leskien’s law. Saussure’s law shifted the accent to the right in the illative (e.g. *miškā̱nā̱ > *miškā̱nā̱ > miškanà) and the inessive (*śakā̱jen > *śakā̱jên > šakojè). The fact that this did not happen in the allative and adessive indicates that *-p(r)]]= was still segmentable as an adposition at this stage. Leskien’s law gave rise to forms ending in a short vowel that was prone to be apocopated (e.g. miškanà > miškañ, šakojè > šakôj). Other developments of the local cases in Lithuanian (e.g. extension of iness. sg. °e to the plural: miškuosù → miškuosè) overlap with the beginnings of the recorded history of this language.
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